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Marcia Myers Bonta’s Women in the Field is a must read for men and women

naturalists, botanists, ornithologists, ecologists, entomologists and historians. It is

written in a style that is enjoyable for light bedtime reading; yet provides rigorous

historical information rendering it a valuable reference book. Chapters are dedicated

to 25 women who, in the author’s estimation, made the most important contributions

to their field, and about whom adequate information could be obtained. They are

grouped in 6 sections: I. The pioneers, II. The naturalists, III. The botanists, IV. The

entomologists, V. The ornithologists, and VI. The ecologists. Each section contains

a preface that highlights the accomplishments of several other women who either

had less impact or whose lives were less well documented. The book is illustrated

with 30 photographs of the women in their element or their artwork. Reference

material is not included in the text, but a selected bibliography is provided at the

end for readers who wish to obtain source material used by the author. The book

also includes an index. Each chapter stands alone, such that readers can selectively

learn about the careers of specific women. However, the author often points out

connections between these women, since many of them were acquainted with each

other.

It is remarkable how many women naturalists emerged “in the days when women

were perceived as fragile beings fit only to keep house and raise children.” Here I

describe some of my favorite chapters to give readers the flavor of Bonta’s writing

style. Martha Maxwell was a mid 19th century intrepid Colorado huntress and taxi-

dermist who is pictured with a gaudy display of stuffed deer, elk and bighorn sheep

at the Philadelphia Centennial. She often went camping alone in the mountains and

also had a passion for wildflowers. Mary Treat, a late 19th century naturalist of the

New Jersey Pine Barrens, spent many productive hours in her backyard surrounded

with an arbor vitae hedge 15 feet high and 150 feet in circumference, which became

known as her “insect menagerie” or “arachnidian menagerie.” Annie Montague

Alexander, a late 1 9th century quintessential naturalist and daring explorer, preferred

to sleep outside in the desert “where half the universe shown down upon us, not a

tree to break the wonderful arch ofthe Milky Way reaching from horizon to horizon.”

Alice Eastwood, best known for her early 20th century botanical contribution to the

western US flora, was completely self-taught, raised mostly by relatives and foster

parents after her mother died when Alice was 6. At age 91, she was made honorary

president of the International Botanical Congress in Sweden where she sat in the

chair of Linneaus. Ann Haven Morgan was trained as an aquatic ecologist and mayfly

expert by J. G. Needham at Cornell University in the early 20th century. She was

once described as “a gray-haired lady knee-deep in muck and water ferociously

pursuing nasty little herbivora and carnivora with a net” never wanting to “come

out of some particularly oozy mudhole.” I personally aspire to be described similarly

when my hair becomes more gray than brown.
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The last chapter describes the inspiring career of Rachel Carson, who was labeled

by some critics as a “mere birdwatcher,” due to the fact that she was much too

qualified a scientist to treat as a “hysterical woman” for publishing Silent Spring,

one of the most influential and controversial conservation works of all time. Unlike

many of her predecessors who had enjoyed long and healthy lives, Rachel Carson

tragically died of cancer at the age of 56, “mourned throughout the world by those

who love the earth.”

The lives of three entomologists are described in detail. Annie Trumbull Slosson,

known in the late 1 9th century as “the old bug woman” was often observed on the

slopes (or summit) of Mt. Washington in New Hampshire with her “butterfly net.”

She also spent time collecting insects in Florida and in the Delaware Water Gap.

She discovered many new insect species including Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera.

After having a new moth species named after her, she remarked, “Without a thought

of irreverence I felt like expressing my willingness to depart in peace now that I had

seen this greatest of all earthly honors descend upon my humble head. An insect

named for unworthy me! And the name so sonorous and delightful in sound. In-

guromorpha slossonil Like the proverbial Mesopotamia of the eloquent preacher it

stirred one’s soul and I think I murmured it even in my sleep.” When that particular

species was superseded, she lamented that it sunk “into the dread valley of synon-

ymy.”

Edith Patch, best known for her work on biology ofaphids and also for her children’s

books on natural history, was one of the few women naturalists who was classically

trained, graduating as an English major from the University of Minnesota in 1901,

and eventually receiving a M.S. degree from the University of Maine and a Ph.D.

from Cornell University under John Henry Comstock. She relentlessly pursued the

study of entomology despite early warnings that entomology was not a suitable

profession for a woman. She was given an early opportunity by Dr. Charles D. Woods,

director of the Maine Agricultural Experimental Station who came under some crit-

icism for hiring a woman. “When one of the leading Bureau of Entomology men

remarked to Dr. Woods, ‘I hear you have appointed a woman as entomologist. Why

on earth did you do that? A woman can’t catch grasshoppers,’ he received the drawled

reply, ‘It will take a lively grasshopper to escape Miss Patch.’
”

The chapter on Anna Botsford Comstock was touching and masterfully written.

Working in the shadow of her husband, at the turn of the century she was appointed,

and then unappointed as an assistant professor of nature study because the Board of

Trustees at Cornell University objected to giving a woman professorial status. John

Henry Comstock was highly supportive collaborating with Anna on numerous proj-

ects for which she not only did the artwork, but also some of the writing. In addition

she amassed an impressive list of scholarly achievements of her own. The most

famous was her Handbook of Nature Study, which has affected the lives of many

children. My personal favorite is The Ways ofthe Six-footed, a charming account of

her own observations of insects. After many years of teaching and scholarship, she

was eventually appointed as an assistant, then a full professor the same year that

women finally received the vote in this country. She and her husband, childless, but

not by choice, “adopted” a long line of children and graduate students for whom

they provided not only emotional but also financial support. Tragically, John Henry

Comstock suffered a stroke, after which Anna continued to work while caring for
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him. Four years later she died of cancer two weeks after teaching her last class in her

home in Ithaca. Liberty Hyde Bailey described her as an unfailing humanitarian who

left “a fragrant memory of high achievement, noble service, unselfish cooperation,

constructive counsel, inspired teaching, loving kindness and unforgettable compan-

ionship.”

In the preface the author points out many attributes that these pioneer women

naturalists had in common. One of them was modesty, as so aptly illustrated in the

quote from Annie Trumbull Slosson. None liked typically “women things” like

housework or clothes, although most of them did enjoy cooking for their friends.

Some had been favorite daughters of enlightened fathers who appreciated nature

themselves, and others had independent mothers as role models. Of the 25 women

portrayed in this book, most of them never married or else started their careers after

their husbands died. Six of them had supportive husbands while two were actively

discouraged by their husbands. Only two ever had children. Most were self-taught

and did not have professional positions. Some even turned over their materials to

men professionals for publication in books and journals.

The author’s hope was that “the lives and thoughts of my women naturalists will

not only convince others that women and nature were and still are compatible, but

also that the women’s contributions to the study of nature were important— in fact

amazing, given the prejudices they had to contend with.” I found the book delightful,

captivating and inspiring. I will encourage both my young son and daughter to read

it some day to gain an appreciation of the relatively supportive environment within

which their ecologist mother and hopefully they will we able to grow, in contrast to

the harsh social climate that acted as a major hurdle during the 19th and much of

the 20th centuries for women who were interested in pursuing the study of nature.—

Barbara L. Peckarsky, Department ofEntomology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New

York 14850-0999.


